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September 21, 1998

New York Lawyers' Continued Education
Mandated by State Judges
by S.A. Cole, Editor-In
Chief
Working in conjunc
tion with the New York State
Bar Association, New York's
Chief Judges have imple
mented a mandatory continu
ing eduction requirement for
all attorneys practicing in New
York state. The new rules have
been passed in an effort to en
hance competence and profes
sional ism in New York's over
150,000 practicing lawyers.

Passed last week,
the new rules add New York
to the 37 other states who re
quire some type of continu
ing eduction for those admit
ted to the bar. The policy
change was not unexpected-
last year, New York passed
regulations requiring new at
torneys to attend 32 hours of
continuing eduction in their
first two years of practice.
Now, once an attor
ney is past the two-year mark,
they will be required to log an

additional 24 hours every two
years. The hours are divided
into : four hours of ethics work,
four hours of research and writ
ing, and 16 hours of general
work related to the professional
aspects of contemporary prac
tice.
Lawyers will certify
themselves when they have
completed their hours. Courses
can be taken by video, over the
internet, or in regular classroom
settings; law schools, firms, bar
associations, and private

groups will begin offering a
variety of classes.
Many have ex
pressed skepticism at the no
tion of lawyers certifying
themselves. Here at UB, one
3L commented, "It's a little
suspect--having lawyers cer
tify themselves."
Another soon-to-be
graduate complained, "We
spend three years in school-
we've learned enough, or we
should have. This is just a
way to charge lawyers even

more money for practicing."
Other students were
more optimistic. "It will keep
lawyers fresh in the ever
changing world of legalese.
This is a fast-moving profes
sion. In order to remain on top
of things, you have to make an
effort to keep up."
In recognition of
most lawyer's hectic sched
ules, the requirments are de
signed for flexibility. The new
rules go into effect at the end
of this year.

Scenes From The First Year Alumni Mixer
Photos

"The Alumni Association holds this party every year to welcome the enter
ing class into the UB Law family," said Assistant Dean Ilene Fleischmann in her
opening remarks"
"We invite the law students to take advantage of networking opportunities
with the alumni during their three years in the Law School. The contacts that you
make will help you throughout your legal career."

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Attention 3L's! !!!
THE SENIOR CLASS PICTURE: IS WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 23, AT BAIRD POINT.

11:00 a.m.
If you don't know how to find Baird Point, just make a beeline for the Greek Columns next to the pond.
You know, the big wet thing with all the fish in it.
.
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Vote "Cole" for Miss New York Teen All American!
There are many
fringe benefits to being the
Editor-In-Chief of the Opiri
ion. The limo service between
here and South Campus. The
caviar that keeps me going
during early morning-hour
layout sessions. The legions
of carefully oiled undergrads,
aching to honor my every
journalistic whim ....
And you should see
the Dental plan.
Anyway, last week,
after myself and the editorial
board got back from an all
expenses-paid trip to Tahiti to
research the literary aspects of
Tahitian Common Law (look
for the article next week!), I
got one of those postal gems
that make life such a treat here
at your humble law school
newspaper. That's right,
folks--not only do I get to re
search stories in exotic places
at the expense of your tuition,
but I have an even MORE
FABULOUS task here at the
Opinion.
I g et to open the
mail.
Week after week, I
get to be the first person to rip
open virginal envelopes laden
with treasures for republica
tion. Ads from Planned Par
enthood. Politicians asking
for free endorsements. Notes
from freaks all over the coun-

try, convinced that while we
might generally charge for ad
space, we specifically like
them enough to give it to them
gratis. And so it was without
surprise, although with much
delight, that I found myself
opening, last week, a circular
from the MISS TEEN ALL
AMERICAN PAGEANT.
The MISS TEEN
ALLAMERICAN PAGEANT
really wants to advertise in the
Opinion (for free) . Last week's
message from them marked the
third time I found myself deal
ing with their particular brand
of anti-feminism; they like to
send us a little something in the
mail about once a fortnight ,
always accompanied by a 3x5
glossy of this year's Miss New
York Teen All American. In
fact , it is due to their persis
tence that, completely without
effort, I know who the "Miss
New York Teen All American"
even is.
I deeply resent this. A
lot of my political ideology is
based on not knowing that sort
of thing. But now, it's gotten
to the point where I can' t tell
what month it is unless I find
the smiling face of Andrea
Kahn in the mail.
You don't know who
Andrea Kahn is? Well--I bet
you don't vote, either! What
kind of citizen doesn't recog-

nize the name of the gallant
young teen who lets the rest of
the country know what adoles
cent New York looks like in a
swimsuit?
Anyway, since/ now
know the name of Andrea
Kahn, thanks to endless hours
of work in the pit crew of the
Opinion, I have decided that
you, too, should be vested with
this invaluable knowledge.
Also , I have decided that-
should any of you ;,yflnt to,en
ter the MISS TEEN ALL
AMERICAN PAGEANT--1
am not going to be lax in .my
duty to inform you how to do

AndrNKlhn
MISl IIW YORK TRW AU. AIHRICAP 1ffl

After all, I got the
information in the mail. It
would be negligent of me not
to pass it along, right?

c;ar LETTERS!

it is important not to be late
for the December 12 Trial
Technique competition. Since
my section had already met on
the previous evening, I was
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. already fully aware of the

WE

Dear Editor ofthe Opinion....

U.B. Law School--The
Place Where I waste My
Time
Last night, I was in
vited to attend another "man
datory meeting" as a require
ment of a law school class. As
I am in the twilight of my law
school career, I have been re
qui red to attend numerous
mandatory meetings. In hind
sight, I realize that none of

these meetings depended upon
my presence, and little of my
success resulted from my having attended these meetings.
Last night's meeting
was typical of all the rest. It
was required that all students
registered for Trial Technique
report to the Moot Court room
at 7:00 p.m .. I left my family
and drove 45 minutes each way
so that I could listen to Professor Anne Adams explain why

Editor in Chief... ........... .... ... ..... .... .... ................ S.A. Cole
Graphics and Layout Editor.. ... ........ ... ....... ......Ken Grant
Business Manager........ ......... ..... ..................... .Dan Baich
Managing Editor I... ....... ..... .. ... ........... ..... .. .Cindy Huang
Op/Ed Editor... ..... ... ....... ............. ...... ........ ......Russ Klein
News Editor.. ..... ...... ...... ... ............... ............. ... ..... ..Vacant
Web Editor.............. ..... .. .... ... ... .... ........ ..Leonard Heyman
Web Editor..... ........ ......... ...................... .......... .Russ Klein
Photographer.. .......... .. .... ... .. ..... ........ .... .... .. ....... Ken Grant

course policies.
Ms. Adams bantered
on that it is her recommendation that anyone who fails to
show up more than 15 minutes
late to the competition receive
a failing grade for the course.
This is the equivalent of say
ing that I should fail all the
exams that I can not be both
ered to show up for. Any law
student who is too stupid to
figure this out on his or her

First of all , you
should know that New York is
in a state of emergency trying
to find would-be contestants
for this year's competition!
"Pageant Officials [important
thing to notice: use ofthe word
"official" actually does make
things sound official. The next
time I run a red light, you can
bet I'll be looking in the rear
view mirror for "Pageant Of
ficials. "] are searching the
State for young women to par
ticipate in the 1999 MISS
NEW YORK TEEN ALL
AMERICAN PAGEANT... ."
Wow. "Searching the State."
They make it sound like State
Troopers are going to be help
ing out in the hunt.
"Why did you pull me
over officer?"
"Routine
check,
ma'am. Can I see your driv
ers license, please? You un
der 19?"
"Uh. ..yes officer. "
"Uh-huhh ... .you got
an evening gown?"
"Uh... yeah. Why?"
"Just one more thing,
li'l lady. If you could create
world peace, what would you
do with all the military's free
time?"
"What?!"
And so on. Civil lib
erties aficionados should note,
also, the age and gender bias

inherent in the MISS NEW
YORK TEEN ALL AMERI
CAN PAGEANT (see? Any
topic can be related to law, no
matter how absurd your open
ing paragraphs are.). I have a
feeling there may be some Dis
ability Act problems here, too.
How do you win a swimsuit
competition if you don't have
any legs? Or for that matter
(for you establishment clause
folks out there) if your religion
precludes you from wearing a
swimsuit? When was the last
time you saw an Amish Miss
Teen All American'!
All kidding aside, it
seems like this contest should
be called MISS TEEN SOME
AMERICAN . Or, perhaps,
MISS TEEN WHO CON
FORMSTO RULING CLASS
STANDARDS AMERICAN.
And mind you, I'm not dis
counting, MISS TEEN LET'S
CREATE SOME EATING
DISORDERS AMERICAN.
Yes, yes--it's a free
country. Droves of lemming
like teenagers are perfectly
entitled to represent New York
State in the areas of sterilized
oratory, free advertising for the
evening gown industry, and
providing an ideal of the fe
male form. It probably even
builds some self-esteem (at
least, for the winners). Like

own should be drummed out
of the school. Any professor
who believes that law students
are too stupid to figure this out
would spend their time better
being involved with the admis
sions committee than wasting
my time at ridiculous manda
tory meetings.
Law school has a
reputation of being demanding
and rigorous. It has been chal
lenging for me, especially
since I have a family and a full
time job. It is only the first
week, and I am already three
weeks behind in iny reading.
I do not have. a spare evening
to waste driving to UB to lis-

ten to someone who treats law
students like the freshmen at
a high school assembly. My
advice to lLs is to ask upper
class members which meet
ings are beneficial, and which
are a waste of time.
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Continued on page 3

Paul K. Barr, 3L

I HAVE A FEW QUES
TIONS ABOUT THIS
LEWINSKY THING
Is it about sex or is it
about lying in a deposition and
to The Grand Jury about
sexual harassment?
Is Kenneth Starr pry
ing into the private sex life of
an individual or was he inves
tigating a matter involving the
Chief Executive's sexual mis
conduct with a subordinate?
If these sexual esca
pades happened in a corporate
enviornment and the stock
holders found out, what would
happen to the CEO?
Shouldn ' t the most
powerful man in the world
have better judgement'!
Shouldn't the Presi
dent of the United States be
held to a higher standard'!
Is it alright lie only in
civil cases?
If JFK, FDR,and
Eisenhower all had affairs,
does that make it right'!
Don't Americans,
both Democrats and Republi
cans, deserve better?
A.A. Noel, lL

'l
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Peter's
News Briefs
by Peter DeWind

Bar Battle
Dr. Marilyn Bartlett
has taken, and failed, the New
York State bar exam five times.
She informed the New York
State Board of Law Examin
ers (the Board), who adminis
ter the exam, that she suffers
from a disability which impairs
her ability to read. Dr. Bartlett
requested that the Board rec
ognize her disability and pro
vide her with the special ac
commodations she would need
to have a fair chance of pass
ing. These included measures
such as presenting the ques
tions orally and providing ex
tra time to answer.
The Board denied Dr.
Bartlett had a disability. She
had, after all, graduated from
Vermont Law School and pos
sessed a doctorate from New

York University in educational
administration. Dr. Bartlett
explained away her apparent
lack of disability as the result
of self-management. She
claimed to have simply learned
to work around her problem.
Her fifth attempt was in 1993,
the same year she filed a law
suit against the Board under
the Americans With Disabili
ties Act. Dr. Bartlett was al
lowed to take the bar exam
with accommodation hut
would only be able claim her
score if she was victorious in
the lawsuit.
This past week the 2d
Circuit of the U. S. Court of
Appeals affirmed that the
Board had decided Dr. Bartlett
s case in an arbitrary manner.
The Board was found to have
no expertise in determining
whether a candidate is dis
abled, only whether she is
qualified to practice law. Dr.
Bartlett was awarded the exam
fees from each time she was
denied special accommoda
tions.

for million dollars.
Starr Bright?
It seems that Mrs.
This is, obviously, the
big story of the week. At this Holowaty, and her husband,
point, anyone who is not al purchased two piping hot cups
ready well versed on this topic of McDonald s coffee. Both
is probably not going to find the lids and the cups were em
enlightenment here. I leave it blazoned with warnings that
for you to define misdemeanor the contents were, indeed, very
as you like . . . I just wish a hot. As they returned to their
car, Mr. Holowaty removed the
cigar was still a cigar.
drinking tabs to allow the cof
fee to cool. He handed the
Warning Coffee is hot ...
When was the last coffees, nestled in a McDonald
time you heard this? The law s cardboard take out caddy, to
is, like, dumb, there was that his wife before driving off.
The Holowatys soon
persbn-wli' gt'>t, like, millions
began descending a steep hill.
for spilling coffee in her lap .
One of the unfortu In short order the cups, which
nate side effects of choosing a rested upon Mrs. Holowaty s
legal career is having to defend lap, tilted forward ·while the
huge verdicts which run coffee didn t. When the liquid
counter to popular notions of cooled, Mrs. Holowa.ty was left
common sense. The case of with second degree lap burns.
Holowaty v. McDonald s The Holowatys claimed that
Corp., 1998 WL 407131 . the coffee was defective be
(D.Minn.), might come in cause, while they knew it
handy the next time your holi would hot, they did not know
day dinner is interrupted by a it would be that hot. They
relative s indirect and bitter claimed they should have been
revelation that they too might warned coffee was hot enough
be willing to loose some skin to cause second degree burns.

Labor & Employment Law Association
General Interest Meeting
Tuesday, September 22, 3 p.m. Room 406 O'Brien
...,...,_____r_o_m
__p;._a.;;;;g_e_ _tors, armed only with a
girls' gymnastics, boys' wres- bullhorn and a large room.
tling, and unisex rock climb- Contestants who marshall
ing, the detriments are always their powers of charm, persua
proportionate to the benefits-- sion, and fast talk to create the
at least in the minds of the par- quickest resolution would rank
ticipants. The beauty pageant the highest. Bonus points
debate, which was briefly a would he given out for work
public issue in the wake of the ing health insurance benefits
JonBenet Ramsey affair, could into any agreement that simul
(and, sadly, probably will) he taneously cut sick day allot
waged forever.
ments. Contestants would be
However, it's hard to disqualified if their particular
ignore the fact that beauty pag- negotiation resulted in any
eants are just...well...dumb. thing surpassing a three-day
Especially when one stops to stalemate (and minus one
consider what they supposedly point for every scab later
promote, versus the stereo- found wearing concrete
types they perpetuate.
shoes) .
"Judging is based on
"Evening Gown"
Personal Interview, Evening should be replaced wi_th this
Gown and Swimsuit Compe- type of scenario: You have a
tition." Now. What are those pair of jeans, a blazer, a tank
three things, really? In my top, a blouse, three different
book, they sound like 1) pairs ofshoes, two skirts, three
Chutzpah, 2) Fashion Sense, sweaters, and an endless ar
and 3) Sex Appeal. And yet, ray of options regarding how
how do they judge these to fix your hair. You have to
things? They ask these poor meet with your boss and then
girls some vapid questions, immediately proceed to your
make them parade around like first casual date with the man
a doll, and then stuff them into ·of your dreams. Its raining,
spandex and a pair of high but it could stop at any mo
heels.
ment. You have fifteen min
What a dumb test of utes. Create the perfect out
a girl's mettle! If you're gonna fit.
After all, anyone can
test them, test them. Stick it
hire a fashion consultant to
to 'em. How?
Instead of a "Per help you get ready for the
sonal Interview," pageant en pageant. ..whereas only a real
trants should be forced to ne artist could survive a chal
gotiate a settlement between lenge like the precipitating
the National Auto Workers boss-to-boyfriend Outfit Gen
Association and General Mo- eration Test.

And finally, we have
swimsuit/sex appeal. To be a
true competition, this type of
event needs to involve a lot
more than merely sauntering
around in your skivvies. Af
ter all, almost anyone (with the
right mixture of diet, exercise,
and glue to keep their suit from
giving them a wedgie) can
look good in a swimsuit. But,
you can rest assured, the
highly skilled harem girls of
Constantinople had a lot more
going for them than a thor
oughly waxed bikini line.
Hence, in order to
gauge true.sex appeal, all con
testants should be required to
perform an erotic dance (and
if you think this is any more
perverted than teenagers glid
ing around in tiny pieces of
nylon, you need to re-think
your world view). As every
one knows (but few admit)
what may look good may not
always...uh..."perform" well.

But a sexy dance is a good in
dication of a lady committed
to her eroticism. If the MISS
NEW YORK TEEN ALL
AMERICAN "Pageant Offi
cials" would only admit this,
our world would be a better
place.
This is what goes
through my head as I sift
through the mail here at the
Opinion.
The bottom line: we
need to be getting a better class
of mail. Send your submission
today; thanks, and enjoy this
week's edition of the Opinion.
S.A. Cole
Editor-In-Chief

Opinion Editor-in-Chief
S.A. Cole inspects the illus
trious Opinion mailbox.

The testimony of Mr.
Ted Lingle, a coffee brewing
expert , helped to indicate that
the coffee wasn t really that
hot. He testified that, not sur
prisingly, coffee must be hot in
order for the brewing process
to operate. [Its science! With
apologies to Jim Rose). Mr.
Lingle, the coffee brewing
expert , reported that coffee is
optimally brewed at between
195 and 205 degrees. The pro
cess of brewing typically
causes the liquid to cool by 10
degrees or so. The serving
temperature, for optimal fla
vor, was reported to be be
tween 175 and 190 degrees.
Home brewers keep coffee at
around
180
degrees.
McDonald s coffee is reported
to be served between 175 and
185 degrees. Dr. Diller, testi
fying about burn tolerance, re
ported the human lap will re
portedly burn in one second at
158 degrees.
The court found the
coffee was not shown to be
unusually hot. Further, the risk
of burn which a cup of coffee
provides is sufficiently open
and obvious as to not require a
special warning that coffee can
burn your lap. McDonald s
motion for summary judgment
was granted.

Virtually Educated
Sally
Struther's
plump visage pleads from
within my ancient Readers Di
gest Have you ever thought of
pursuing a legal career? Sure,
we all have . . . . Unfortu
nately, _the legal field is no
longer spared this sort of in
dignity.
The progressive folks
at Kaplan Educational Centers
have created the Concord Uni
versity School of Law which
is the Internet s first virtual law
school. Concord University is
the first law school which al
low students to earn their JD
entirely from home. Kaplan
claims Concord has been cre
ated to serve students who, for
whatever reason, cannot attend
a physical university or regu
lar classes. Such potential stu
dents include those who must
care for children or other fam
ily and those stuck in rural lo
cales. Students use their
Internet connection to view
lectures and materials 24 hours
a day. They may even set up
chat rooms with other students
for some virtual discussion.
The curriculum is
said to follow that of more tra
ditional law schools (i.e. those
with buildings and people).
Concord has applied to the
Committee of Bar Examiners
to admit graduates to the Cali
fornia Bar. Reciprocity rules
may allow graduates to then
allow graduates to practice in
other jurisdictions as well. For
those netizens sick of fighting
for the one lecture hall outlet
information may be found at

i:i:i l~1~:~~~:~~:i:0j~1:::~:j~
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SEEKING SENSE
It was a glorious au

tumn day in 1994 when the
President walked into an office
celebrating the birthday of one
of George Stephanopolous' in
terns. We exchanged greet
ings, bantered, and watched
some MTV. That was also the
day that the most powerful
person on the planet thor
oughly checked out and ad
mired an attractive female col
league of mine who was also
intern
for
Mr.
an
Stephanopolous. At that point
in time, Monica Lewinsky was
not even a blip on the radar
screen of national conscious
ness. In recalling that incident,
it does not shock me at all that
President Clinton would risk
his Presidency for a dalliance
with a lowly intern.
In the aftermath of
having the lurid and embar
rassing details of President
Clinton's sex life exposed to
the light of day; "These are the
times that try men's souls" as
Patrick Henry so eloquently
wrote. What is happening in
this country right before our
eyes is the product of desper
ate political opponents who

IN A QUAGMIRE

have succeeded brilliantly in In the interest of en- under oath about their sex lives ..
opening up a "Pandora's 1 i g ht en men t, President Bush was rumored to have
Box." There's plenty of blame Pepperdine is financed had a mistress while stationed abroad
to pass around with this sor and run by Richard in Switzerland and Reagan' s affairs
did mess. The President did Mellon Scaiffe, an ex predated his Presidency. Then again,
not act like a Rhodes Scholar tremely affluent and Reagan left office with the same
in carrying out an illicit tryst staunch enemy of the Alzheimer's that he came in with too.
with Ms. Lewinsky while a pit President. If it wasn't There is no need to delve into the wellbull of an Independent Coun for the terminal stupid documented "extracurricular activiof
prominent
Oval
sel has been after his tail for ity of the President and ties"
four years. On the other side Ms. Lewinsky with an Officeoccupants. President Kennedy
of the coin, the Starr probe has assist from Linda Tripp, did a fine job handling the Cuban
not produced anything con Ken Starr and his staff Missile Crisis in the same year that
structive for America either. It would have cqoH , ued he was involved with Marilyn Montook four years and $40 mil to grasp at straws. The roe and Judith Exner. The point is that
lion dollars to find out that the President was right on President Clinton is not the first, nor
President carried on an affair the mark in his criti will he be the last occupant.of the Oval
with a woman just a few years cisms of the Office of Office to have sexual relations with
older than his daughter and Independent Counsel in someone other than their spouse. This
then naturally tried to keep the his August 17th ad leads to the next question: Is having
relationship secret? Where is dress; but he chose the an adulterous affair and lying about it
all of the information on wrong time and forum sufficient grounds to kick a president
out of office? Even President
Foster~
Whitewater; to vent his rage.
Clinton's
staunchest supporters feel
The
next
un
Filegate; andTravelgate in the
settling
issue
is
the
like
they
have inhaled during these
Starr report? Anyone who ar
gues that the probe is not sheer hypocrisy of this trying times. Some of the President's
about sex deserves to be saga. The United States answers to the graphic questions
charged with first degree Congress is not exactly posed to him are comical. The semanbullshit. This is the work a sanctimonious and tic quibbling and hairsplitting over the
product of a man who just last dignified place. Many meaning of "sexual relations" is getyear was on the verge of ac Representatives also
cepting a deanship at possess "Scarlet LetPepperdine University Law ters" in their closets .
School in Malibu, California. Dan Burton, Henry
Hyde, and Helen
Chenoweth have all
been forced to admit to
small enough to fit in such a past sexual indiscre
small space? I look to see if tions. Mr. Burton not
there is a weight limit sign only had an affair, but
anywhere in the cube. No. Do he also fathered a child
I hear the sound of wood splin out of it too. After all,
tering? No? This is a good he is not too much dif
thing.
ferent from Warren
The little om:s climb Harding. Now the man
up. Surprisingly, we three fit. who chairs the commit"Okay, so what do tee that will decide the
we do now?" I wonder si President's survival in
lently.
office is not exactly
"Shhhhhhhh, the qualified to cast any
monster is coming ..."
stones himself. Mr.
"Shhhh ..."
Hyde was forced to ad"Hey sis, the monster mit to what he termed
is coming, " I call,"are you were "youthful indis
sure you don't rreed my help cretions' for an affair
in the kitchen?
that he carried out from
"SHHHHHHHHHH!"
1965-1969 when he was
"Sorry."
41 years old. It's not
During the next like Chairman Hyde
thirty minutes of being silent, was a teenager or in his
we were able to keep the mon "Roaring 20's" when he
1
ster and h\5 brother at bay- was involved wiih ) :.,I
good thing.
Cherie Snodgrass .
"Okay, wash up for Other than learning that
dinner!" My sister sounds the a prominent Congress
freedom call.
man and Committee
The girls scamper Chairman had a mis
out of the tree house. Minutes tress with a facetious
later, I lumber down the lad name, what further evi
der and we enjoy a great meal dence do you need to
together.
reveal the hypocrisy of
Before leaving, we having our not so es
play some more. My girls treat teemed Congress pass
me to a dessert of pie and judgment on President
chocolate milk. Strange Clinton? Some admir- ·
though, the refreshments are ers of Presidents
made with the same ingredi Reagan and Bush assert
ents of mud and water. I get that those presidents
hugs and kisses before I leave. possessed strong moral
When I get out oflaw authority. Most of us
school, I rationalize, they will have forgotten about
still be young enough to en Iran-Contra and the
joy-- Kaylee, McKenzie and BCCI scandal. Further
my newest niece or nephew.
more, Reagan and Bush
were never interrogated
by A.A. Noel

ting old and tiring. I'm thank
ful that I don't have any kids
of my own to ask me questions
about the sordid details that is
turning the mainstream media
into a Jerry Springer show.
Now that it is apparent that the
President perjured himself in
the Paula Jones deposition
back in January and lied to the
American public in the
Roosevelt Room when he de
nied that he had "never had
sexual relations with that
woman," the question now
boils down to what form of
punishment fits the crime? A
formal censure or denuncia
tion by the Congress would not
exceed the bounds of propri
ety. Perhaps, a fine like the
one levied against Speaker of
the House Newt Gingrich may
also be appropriate. Proceed
ing with the process of im
peachment and then a trial in
the Senate will only exacer
bate an already bad situation.

Continued on page 7

I Got A Phone Call Last Night!
I am going to be an
uncle! I am jazzed after get
ting off the phone with my sis
ter. I am no novice at this uncle
thing.The aforementioned sis
ter already has two in the
brood .But those two little
girls, aged almost five and al
most three years, make me
happy.
I like being their
uncle but confess I may not be
a very good one. I get manic
after two concentrated hours
with them. How does my sis
ter do it? The girls are very
needy and require a ton of at
tention.
"Look at me jump!"
shouts the eldest, Kaylee.
"Me too!" chirps
McKenzie, as she tries to jump
as high.
"Push me higher on
the swing!"
"Me too!"
"Come into the tree
house!" Kaylee demands.
"Me too!"
"Hey Kaylee, why
don't you go up there with
your sister and you can wave
to me." I offer as an alterna
tive.
There is no way my
big carcass is going to fit in the
tree house. If you put me in a
wetsuit and slather me with
Crisco (A nice visual to be
sure), it still wouldn't happen.
Kaylee is adamant. I slowly
climb the short ladder while
furtively looking for a way
out.(Snift) There is none.
I squeeze my big ass
to the comer to make room, as
if it really matters. I feel like
Alec Guinness in "The Bridge
on the Rive Kwai." Was I ever

JOIN A WINNING
TEAM
PIEPER BAR REVIEW
)

PIEPER PEOPLE
PASS!!
YOU CAN TOO!

1-800-635-6569
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Hipster
per, 6-8-10, etc.). Since the
Greece -- way back, several
general public (spies) had no
millenia ago, back in the
comprehension of fractional
BC's -- there lived a man
numbers they could never
named Hypsterocles. Now,
come
to terms with the
Hypterocles belonged to a
incomensurability
of the hy
very secretive and powerful
potenuse
to
the
sides
in whole
group, known as the
numbers when the theorem
Pythagoreans, who just so
was applied to right triangles
happened to be followers of
other than 3-4-5's. Thus lay
the famous mathematician,
men could never figure out
Pythagoras. That's right, the
how the theorem worked. By
same one who supposedly
this
means, the Pythagoreans
discovered the Pythagorean
had
continued to maintain
Theorem.
their stature for quite some
As we all know today,
time.
the Pythagorean Theorem
Just about this time
says that in any right tri
Hypsterocles arrived on the
angle, the sum of the squares
scene, at a time when the
of the two sides is equal to
Pythagoreans still maintained
the hypotenuse squared.
control
of the secretive Theo
That's what we all know to
Being
a relatively intel
rem.
day, in our modem high-tech
ligent young man, he was
age.
But
back
in
snatched up by
the
Hypsterocles' time the lay
Pythagoreans, initiated into
people,
the
non
Pythagoreans, had no con- · the group, and afforded all
the priveleges and benefits
ception of fractional num
pertaining thereto. He was
bers a,; we do today. Back
sworn
to secrecy and made
then the only numbers that
aware
of
all the mathemati
most people knew about
cal theorems and secretive
were integers, whole posi
knowledge that would open
tive numbers, since the only
the world to him so that he
way they knew how to count
could go forth into the world
wa'> either with their fingers
to prosper and multiply.
or by pushing pebbles
As his name might im
around on the ground.
ply,
Hypsterocles,
was some
The Pythagoreans of
thing
of
a
hipster.
He was
course knew better than that
socially conscious, aware of
-- they were, after all, math
and concerned with current
ematicians. They knew
events. He also played the
about irrational numbers
lute and the lyre and his lyr
like fractions and it was this
ics were melodious and
exclusive knowfedge of
pleasing
to the ear.
fractional math, which gave
Hypsterocles
understood that
them their political power.
the
Pythagoreans
were basi
But of even more practical
cally a fractious group and
use, and even more secre
that the larger community
tive, was the Pythagoreans'
was, on the whole, more in
knowledge of the mighty
tegral to his being than were
Pythagorean Theorem.
the boys back at the club. He
Whenever any layman
did not think it was fair to al
needed help with a land sur
low his fellow Greeks to
vey or some sort of architec
grovel
in ignorance of the
tural problem that layman
Theorem
and languish in
would need to consult with
poverty.
He
was a man of in
Pythagorean.
a
tegrity who felt obliged to
Pythagoreans were sought
help others in his community
after far and wide for their
to understand the world more
great mysterious wisdom.
clearly. So one day at the
They did the planning of all
market he spilled the beans sorts of great public works
in
public ! - about the
the most famous of which
incomensurahility
of the hy
was the now ~ncient pyra
potenuse and about fractions
mids.
and about many other of the
Over hundreds of years
Pythagorean secrets. Quite
certain of the Pythagoreans
naturally, some in the crowd,
secrets began to become
especially
some
public knowledge. Eventu
Pythagoreans who there in
ally there came a time when
cognito, smelt that something
non-Pythagoeans came to
was
definitely rotten in
know that the Theorem ex
Greece
that day. The mal
isted but they could not de
odorous stench was not only
duce how it worked. In or
from
the leguminous
der to protect their power,
flatulants eminating from the
whenever the Pythagoreans
hipster's posterior region di
used the theorem publicly,
rectly between his glutei
they used it in right triangles
maximi and wafting through
that were other than 3-4-5
the market. The smell of
triangles. This was because
change was also in the air and
they knew that only in such
all
the Greeks celibrated their
3-4-5 triangles and propor
new knowledge with glee. It
tional multiples thereof
was truly an amazing day that
would the formula yield a
went down in the annals of
hypotenuse with a whole
the Greek marketing.
number (you can figure this

Hypsterocles won many
awards as a man of integrity
who had integrated Greece
and made it a better place for
all men (forget about women
and slaves, Greek democ
racy did not consider them
to be "citizens" - yet). He
was invited to all the ban
quets and feasts where he
gave speachs about the
beauty of integers and frac
tions and ah'out wholes and
parts. He sang songs about
how the Theorem would
benefit all men and about
how the Greeks could now
unite in peace, love and har
mony without the need for
fractious secrets. He was all
the rage -- a heroe in every
sense -- and he loved it; the
Greeks loved it, the whole
world loved it. All except
the Pythagorians who were
now resigned to an emascu
lated existence of power
lessly playing with irrational
numbers (though they still
retained the secret of nega
tives).
Several weeks after the
now famous public integra
tion day, Hypsterocles had
just finished waxing elo
quent to ~ throng of follow
ers about the beauty of in
tegrity, which he defined as
the Ox. Eng. Die. still does

Labor & Employ
ment Law Asso
ciation

"Fighting Sweat
shops, Fighting
for Ourselves"
Conference
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ing Team for this
conference

Tuesday, Septem
ber 22@ 3 pm
406 O'Brian
Questions? Call Joane @
834-7553 or email her at
joanewong@hotmail.com

SUBMIT
to the OPINION!
All
submissions
due Thursday
by 5:00 pm in
the Opinion
office (in the
basement).

wholeness, entireness, com
pleteness, integrity, chastity,
purity, whole, integer]-The
condition of having no part
or element taken away or
wanting; undivided or un
broken state; material
wholeness, completeness,
entirety -something undi
vided; an integral whole.
The crowd loved it. After
the speech while everyone
was partying heavily, and
really gettin' down, three of
Hypsterocles' old buddies
came to him and invited him
to join them on a short fish
ing expedition on the
Mediteranean.
Hypsterocles, who was also
an avid fisherman, felt that
his old friends had finally
come to realize the error of
their former ways so he hap
pily he agreed to go along
and perhaps catch an eel or
two for dinner. The four
seemingly revelrous fisher
men went down to the dock,
hoarded a ·boat and cast off
into the Mediteranean Sea.
Later that day the boat
was seen returning to the
dock with only three men
aboard. A crowd gathered
on the dock and when the
boat heaved to and was
moored, it became know that
a terrible accident had oc-

The Robot Continued
from page 7
it may express the voice of its creators,
ii ullimately expresses a voice that is
unique and greater than the sum of iLc;
parts. Just as the collective voice of
the Opinion amounLc; to something
greater than, and seperate from, the
individual voices who choose to ex
press themselves by means of our
newspaper, the Opinion.
On a more mundane level,
we may consider the following. Some
one studying the law could very well
come to the conclusion that the law
hac; (at leac;t and most obviously) two
seperate !lspecLc;. First, there is the
black letter law (like the hard-wiring
of the robot) - somewhat rigid and
inflexible, and somewhat always fall
ing short of truely conveying the
meaning and entirety of the law, ju.c;t
as the hard-wiring side of the robot
fails to completely encompass the
whole nature of the robo~, who like
the law, hac; a side that is constantly in
flux and does not lend iLc;elf to ea.c;y
generalizations. The robot is a piece
of artificial intelligence. True artificial
intelligence (if it ever arrives ac; a real
ity) will have a mind of ilc; own, and
be capable of creating new meaning
and be endlessly varied in the variety
of iL'i perception.c; of and argumenl'i
about the world around it, of which it
is hut one part The law is a vast and
intellectually challenging area precisely
hecau.o;e it constantly tran'!Cend'i what
ever black letter confines that it has
been temporarily put into by the vari
ous peoples and in.'ititutions who, at
the time, have been put in power to
give the law a definite form and shape.
The law is something deeper than
rules. It is a sense of how to make
things go smoothly, how to prevent
contlict, and how to organize the bil
lion,; oflife's myriad contingencies into
an humanly approachable (and thu.'i

curred. Apparently, while at
tempting to anchor the boat
in a really hot (good) fishing
area, Hypsterocles had be
come entangled in the anchor
line which then detached it
self from the boat. Rescue at
tempts were allegedly futile
claimed the survivors and the
great integrator, now a help
less victim, had been lost to
the clutches of Poseidon. The
people mourned their loss, the
Pythagoreans secretly reveled
in their vengence, the pundits
theorized that the Gods had
somehow been angered, hut
life went on.
The funny or odd thing
about this story is that now,
more than two thousand years
later, messengers who bring
us the truth are still having an
chor problems. It is ironic
that in a country as powerful
and prosperous as ours so
many people go underfed,
underclothed, undereducated,
underrepresented,
and
undermedicated.
What
should or what can we do
about perceived or actual in
equities in our system ... or
better yet, why should we
even bother to perceive injus
tices as they flash past the
perifory of our money hungry
visions'!

Peter Nicely, lL
linearly defined) system that, argu
ably, has a more or less useful ef
fect on human life when applied to
iLc; activities and manefestations.
Further, the system of legal
thought, once put into verbalized
confines, is an artificial system. The
law, put into a system of linear
logic and construct,;, creates "le
gal fictions" or artificial means of
attributing meaning and sense to
certain aspects of our existence.
The robot's thought, in a sense, can
he com,idered artificial ao; well, a'i
it is (at leac;t initially) a product of
a man-made technolo!,'Y, that natu
rally would not occur.
On an even more mun
dane level, the etymolo!,'Y of the
word "robot" has il'i origins in the
Czech word "robot" which mean'i
work. A'i law studenl'i, we are (1)
constantly working, and (many of
us anyway) (2) constantly look
ing lo secure that future "work"
or job which will pe our start in
venturing off into our respective
legal careers. Ju.'it a.'i work is a key
conceptual element of the robot,
so is it a key element of the law
student's life.
Perhaps the whole point
of the unnamed is il'i enigma. Yet
beneath the enigma, we can see a
few conceptual layers that meet
and intersect with our own identi
ties as law students and the iden
tity of the larger institution that we
are a part of, and in turn, further,
with the body of knowledge and
endeavor which our institution, this
law school, strives to give us an
education in, and of which we are
striving to gain mastery.
Or, maybe it 1s just a

mbot1
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BIG BAD TOBACCO
When politicians are
not obsessing with sex, lies,
and videotaped testimony, one
of their pastimes oflate is how
to deal with the "problem" of
smoking. The politicians have
no problem with criticizing it,
criticizing smokers (I am not a
smoker), and threatening to tax
it to death (if it were really that
bad, you would think that they
would outlaw it, but I digress).
Part of this campaign
involves mass-media adver
tisements.
ANNOUNCER: This sounds
like a job for Haiku Man and his side
kick, Jingle Boy!:

[flash to scene with a little hoy
about to puffon a cigarette]

HAIKU MAN:
Tumors in the sky
The pale green brown
flecked phlegm
Yummy cigarette
Go get 'em, Jingle Boy...
JINGLE BOY You better not
fight up, you better not smoke, 'cos if
you do we'lf arre.~t your fof/c.r...

HAIKU MAN:
leave those cancer stic/c.r
you better get your head
straight
ThLy wifl kiff you dead
JINGLE BOY: Another suc
cess[ul campaign by the Rapping Duo!
ANNOUNCER : Brought to
you by the anti-tobacco lobby of
America

These advertisements
are followed up by equally as
obnoxious ads by the tobacco
industry [ cut to scenes of av-

erage looking americans paid
to be in commercials]
PERSON 1 :Aff our govern
ment does is tax and tax some more!
PERSON 2: I thought that the
government was supposed to protect
the little guy!

PERSON 3 :Aff they wiff do is
spend the money on something wacky
like health care...
ANNOUNCER: Brought to
you by the wholesome fol/c.r at your fa
vorite tobacco company.

So where does that
leave us? Over the last few
years, the government (which
has simultaneously reaped
huge tax benefits from ciga
rette sales, subsidized tobacco
farmers, and have tried to de
monize the entire industry) has
embarked on an ambitious
plan whose soul purpose was
to change American minds on
the dangers of tobacco use.
After all, we are talking about
a product that is a stick, that
emits a cloud of grayish smoke
-- the smoke that kind of re
sembles, say, smoke from a
smokestack, or exhaust smoke.
What exactly is it that
we hope to accomplish
though? If the threat of a pain
ful death is not enough to get
people to quit smoking, then
what makes us so sure that we
can tax it out of existence?
And if we tax cigarettes, as
some people would do, to pay
the medical bills of smoke re
lated problems, isn't it a little
peculiar that we would use the

same tax that is supposed to
discourage people from smok
ing?
Many of you will no
doubt recall the character "Joe
Camel," and the unceremoni
ous death his cartoonish char
acter met thanks to political
pressure. Many people viewed
it as advertising to children,
and perhaps covertly ( or even
overtly) it was. But the fact of
the matter is that we had a
prime example of government
attack on freedom of speech -
and not many people had much
of a problem with it. In the
end, through it turns out that
through threats of legislation,
the impending tobacco bill,
huge litigation, and public/
media pressure, Camel ciga
rettes pulled the character vol
untarily. A victim of intimida
tion? You be the judge.
Those who do not
smoke say that they would 
rather be in a smoke free envi
ronment. After all, besides all
the by-products and claims of
second hand smoke, cigarette
smoke, they say, is just plain
disgusting. Smokers reply by
stating that in general, they
have the right to smoke -- af
ter all, it is still legal, and they
feel that they are being unfairly
singled out.
In my arguments for
drug legalization, I contended
that so long as drug users were
hurting only themselves (ie,
what if I sat alone in a locked
room and shot myself up with
cocaine?), then there should be

no problems with legalization
(after all, if I steal money while
on coke, I am still a thief, and
if I drive under the influence, I
am under the same types of
laws as those prohibiting drunk
driving). So along similar
lines, if people would like to
smoke by themselves, then
why should I care?
The problem with
smoking is that there is a
chance ... a very strong
chance...that "second hand
smoke" is a serious problem.
At the very least, anecdotally
speaking, being in concentra
tions of smoke CAN (but not
always) trigger a migraine
headache for me. I also have
one friend who had breathing
difficulty when encountering
overly smokey areas. Other
connections are claimed by
scientists and doctors, but I am
not certain that all have been
adequately proven to be an
absolute consequence of sec
ond hand smoke.
So what do you do
then? Here we have this legal
product, which has restrictions
on age, advertising, and venue,
and we need to come up with
a compromise, because no
matter what the government
says, they do not want smok
ing to end, since the govern
ment has too much money at
stake (via taxes and economy).
It seems common sense to re
spect the rights of non
smokers ... and most smokers I
know respect the rights of non
smokers (of course this does

not explam the wall of smoke
I have to cross through in the
middle of the double doors at
the Student Union... ).
We do need to end
these notions of "sin taxes"
through. There are lots of un
healthy foods, but you don't
see a special 50 cent per pack
tax on twinkies to cut down on
overweight kids munching on
junk food. There is no fast
food tax to discourage people
from eating such food of du
bious health value as the "big
mac" and the "Nathans Hot
Dog." There is no tax on soda
as of yet to encourage Opin
ion staffers to drink more wa
ter and juice late on Thursday
nights during layout. But men
tion cigarettes, and every poli
tician has a plan to raise a pack
from $3.00 per pack all the
way up to suggestions that we
raise the price to $5.00 and
more per pack.
Where do I stand? I
don't like cigarette smoke, but
so long as people are tolerant
of me when I would NOT like
people to smoke around me, I
am all for a respectful toler
ance. We don't need law to
control the industry and the
habit, and we certainly don't
need the government to step in
because some parents either
don't want the responsibility of
having to keep their kids away
from cigarettes.
note: The idea for Haiku
Man and Jingle Boy is inspired
from This Modern World, a
regular comic strip by Tom
Tomorrow. In particular, the
cartoon for the inspiration was
called ''The Annoying Duo Anagram Man and Song In
Your Head Boy" and appeared
this summer in the· magazine

we're living in ... Funny Times.
Translation of our latin
motto: "It's Latin, I can't
read it."
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Seeking Sense in a
Quagmire
Continued from page 4
Anyone who has ever worked
for the President knows that
the word quit is not in his dietionary. The President and his
allies will continue to fight
savagely with fiery determination. The Clinton White
House works best when there's
a big crisis looming and the
enemy is clear. Now that the
Starr Report is out, Clinton's
team is _focused and organized
under the direction of Greg
Craig, a friend of Hillary
Rodham Clinton dating back
to their days at Yale and
Harvard the early 1970's. Re
gardless of what one thinks of
the nature of Bill and Hillary
Clinton's marriage, the undis
puted fact is that they are re
markably resilient political
team that has survived numer
ous pa,;t catastrophes.
What happens next is
anyone's guess. Beyond a
doubt, even if Clinton survives
he will be significantly dam
aged. The President once
dreamed that his place in his
tory would be up in the upper
tiers of great presidents like
Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt, and
FDR. The reality is that he is
tarnished, there is still a
chance to save the Presidency.
Bill Clinton is like a cat with
nine lives (and wives and girl-

friend,;) and he seems to have
a quality that the Titanic did
not possess; being seemingly
unsinkable. A line from the
book Primary Colors by Joe
Klein is worth pondering;
"Saints have a past; and sin
ners have a future."
by Jason Davern
-------------'

The Robot
Concerning the Unnamed Robot
The tao that can be told
is not the eternal Tao.
The name that can be Qamed
is not the eternal name.
The unnameable is the eternally
real.
Naming is the origin
of all particular things.
Free from desire, you realize the
mystery.
Caught in desire, you see only the
manifestations.
Yet mystery and manifestations
arise from the same source.
This source is called darkness.
Darkness within darkness.
The gateway to all understanding.
-

Lao Tsu, Tao Te Ching

So begins Lao T,<;u 's Tao
Te Ching - one of the single great
est attempts to distill the meaning
of the universe into the poor and
rigid confines of human language.
And, fittingly, so begins
this short exploration into the
meaning of our macsot - the un-
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named robot. It has recently come
to the attention of the Opinion staff
that certain members of our vast
readership are not at all certain why
the Opinion should have, in the
process of finding a suitable mas
cot for it,;elf, ultimately decided to
settle upon the unnamed robot that
you and I both have come to know
and love.
The task of deciding
upon a mascot, and choosing
something at all even remotely spe
cific in nature (or at least it,; per
ceived nature) wa.,; a difficult en
deavor for the Opinion consider
ing the breadth and depth of both
experience and meaning that are
embodied in the Opinion itself. As
you may well be imagining to your
self at this point, the Opinion did
not make the decision to adopt a
robot as mascot al random or with
out considerable deliberation and
arduous debate. Endless night,; of
fervent debate were spent in this,
the Opinion's subterranean bunker1ike hovel of an office. We, the
Opinion staff, ruminated and
mused on this subject at great
length and at, I should mention, no
small measure of sacrifice of our
own personal time and, arguably,
mental well-being. To say that
these "Mascot debates" were an
obsession would be a gross under
statement. The origins and signifi
cance ofour robotic mascot are not
an ea.,;y matter to disclose, at least
in an easily digestible form to those
uninitiated the Opinion and its
ways ... But, for those of you who
are willing to have an open mind
and are willing to make the great
mental effort to gra.,;p the sublime
symbolism and mystery of the ro
bot, this somewhat overwrought

article shall attempt to provide
what iL,; most humble author hopes
will be something not entirely dis
similar to a satisfactory explana
tion.
The robot is first and
foremost conceptual. It is a con
cept whose symbolic tangent,; go
off in an endless array of directions
- creating a vast web of associa
tions -some immediately apparent,
some slightly less apparent, and
some entirely esoteric and beyond
the scope of this brief piece of
prose. The robot's origin was
largely coincidental (at least in
time) to the emergence of the
Opinion's web site. The Opinion's
central function, arguably, is to
express itself (and its readership).
The Opinion projecL,; that expres
sion in the voice it conveys through
the traditional paper of its news
paper self and through the
hypertext of iL'i web site. The Opin
ion then can be said to represent a
voice; the web site - a technologi
cal means of conveying that voice.
So far, voice and technology. A
robot is a product of technology.
An intelligent technology that can
speak, just like the technological
innovation of hypertext (and other
new electronic means of commu
nication) can speak to people and
let them hear the voices of others
all over the world . So it was with
the robot. An intelligent piece of
technological innovation - a ma
chine in the form of a human - that
can convey a voice - can speak and,
as a sucsessful piece of artificial in
telligence (not bound by the limiL,;
of of iL,; own hard-wiring or the
limiL,; of the particular imaginations
of those who created it) can cre
ate meaning. F.ssentially, that is (or
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wa.,;) at least partially, something
of what was involved in the initial
impetus of selecting the robot as
mascot. Why was the Macsot
never named'! Probably because
the very act of naming the robot
would symbolically transform the
robot into something temporal, and
therefore, not something existing
in a completely neutral space free
of semantically and otherwise iden
tifying reference points and other
non-essential associations that
would tend towards limiting, rather
than expanding, the range and
variation of it,; "voice" symbolic,
again, of that of the Opinion.
What does the robot
have to do with a law school or
law students'! Well, again, this (not
unlike many of the most essential
and fundamental underpinnings of
the law it,;elf) is not a matter whose
logic or sense is immediately ap
parent, obvious, or easily gra,;ped
by the uninitiated . Again, the con
nection between the robot and a
law school is a conceptual one. The
law it,;elf, and it,; study, contain
within themselves a certain set of
dichotomies whose parameters are,
roughly, reflected, to some extent
at lea.,;t, in the concept of the ro
bot, in this case a robot, who, for
reasons obliquely hinted at the in
the verses of Lao Tsu quoted
above, is nameless. "The name that
can be named is not the eternal
name. The unnameable is the eter
nally real" The robot's name that
can be told, then, is not the eternal
robot. ... Or something like that.
More specifically, the
robot is a piece of artificial intelli
gence. It has a voice, and although

Continued on page 5
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These are the people in your neighborhood ...

_,.

The Locker Elite: Partick Roth, Paul Gennari, Deb Hagen

..,,

~

Adam Perri: The Man, the Myth .

... the people that
you meet each
day ...
Professor Wooten: discussing the Automatic Stay.

THE WESTERN NEW YORK CHAPTER OF THE

WOMEN'S BAR ASSOCIATION OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO JOIN US AT OUR
ANNUAL INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

AND AWARDS CEREMONY, HONORING:

Ginger D. Schroder, Esq.
Hon. Sam Hoyt
Lillian E.G. Cowan, Esq.
♦

Installation of Officers and Directors
to be performed by the Hon. William M. Skretny
♦

Date: Thursday, September 24, 1998
♦

Cocktail Reception (cash bar}: 5:30 - 6:15 p.m.; Dinner (Pasta, Stirtry and Carving Stations, each serving a variety of selections}: 6:15 - 7:15 p.m.; Dessert and Program: 7:15 8:00 p.m.; Rich Renaissance Niagara, One West Feny Street (comer of Niagara and West Feny, behind the Broderick Park Inn), Buffalo, New York; Members: $30.00; Non
Members: $35.00; A limited number of free tickets are available to law students - Please contact U.B. Law Career Services Office. If you have questions about the Dinner,
please call Joy C. Trotter, Esq., Installation Dinner Chair, at 856-4600, ext. 343.

Student memberships in the WNY Chapter of the Women's Bar Association are available! Applications may be obtained at CSO.

Brief Profiles of our Honorees and President:
New York State Assemblymernber Sam Hoyt has
represented the neighborhoods of Buffalo's Lower
West Side, Black Rock-Riverside, and portions of
North Buffalo, Parkside, and City's University
District. as well as the town of Grand Island, since
1992. Very active with respect to issues relating to
the environment. urlxm revitalization, quality of life,
women, children and the elderly, Sam has been a
model legislator, pursuing the causes· of those
whose voices might otherwise go unheard. We
are proud to honor Sam with our President's
Award, which will be presented by the 1997
recipient, the Hon.Barbra A. Kavanaugh.

H))jgn E, Geiger Cowcm, Fw, is a 1927 Alumna of
the University of Buffalo Law School. is in her 71 st
year of the practice of law, and has no immediate

plans to retire. Llllian's experience includes
involvement with the social programs launched
during the Great Depression as well as decades of
private practice. · She is active in a variety of
women's organizations and we are glad to count
on her support and inspiration; we delight in
recognizing Llllian with our Achievement Award
(presented by Jeanne M. Vinal, Esq.).

Ginger D. Schroder. Thg. is an attorney with the
Buffalo office of the national law firm of Buchanan
Ingersoll, P.C., where she practices in the Labor
and Employment Law Group. She is a frequent
lecturer and speaker on a variety of topics. ranging
from Employment Law to Marketing. Ginger has
served the Western New York Chapter of the
Women's Bar Association of the State of New York
on both the Chapter level and on the State Board
of Directors. We are honored to have Ginger
assume the position of Chapter President.

